
CSTEP-2
Large Hand Press Grommeter 
with Mobile Stand

GVDirect™ diligently works to ensure our performance lineup of laminate films, digital technologies, 
equipment, and all things finishing work for our customers to gain consumer attention and market 
share. GVDirect™ diligently endeavors to deliver value in service, product, and equipment that 
surpass market demands, support productivity, and uphold social and environmental integrity.

1.877.526.6848 gvdirect.com

Throat Depth

4.5"



Specifications

Lever Length 15 3/4" (400mm)

Throat Depth 4 1/4" (105mm)

Net Weight 22 lbs (10 Kg)

Dimensions 21.25" x 3.33" x 13.5"  
(540mm x 110mm x 340mm)

Available  
Grommet Sizes from #XX00 (3.4mm) to #12 (40mm)

Specifications

Compatible Dies

Self-Piercing Die Sets (All Sizes) 
/ Two-Step-Die Sets (All Sizes)
/ Hole Piercer Die Sets (from #XX00 
(3.4mm) to #5.5 (16.7mm)

Compatible  
Accessories

GrommetSniper™ 
Large GrommetSniper™
EyeleD Pointer (CSEDP-02)
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CSTEP-2

GROMMETSNIPER™

The CStep-2 is the most advanced hand grommet machine on the market today and is guaranteed to impress! Quality 
made in Turkey with precision casting for very accurate grommet alignment. Enjoy ease-of-use with a built in mobile 
stand with roller wheels allowing the grommeter to move to the work when doing large banners. The large base stabilises 
and supports the frame for steady action. Bolts are also included if you wish to bolt it down to the table. 
Included with this unit is the most popular #2 grommet die. (Order #12 tooling to make 1½” holes for door hanger sell 
cards.) Optional alignment tool available to help with accurate spacing if needed. 

GVDirect™ offers a complete lineup of BindIn™ binding supplies that work brilliantly 
with our equipment. Visit us online or contact us directly for details and pricing. 

Note: The information given above is believed to be true and accurate and is not intended to violate any statutory condition or right of a third party. GVDirect™ makes no warranty, express 
or implied, as to the fitness of the products for any specific use or purpose. The above data is purely for reader’s consideration, investigation and verification.

Handle Designed for 
50% Less Effort

Ability to Bolt Directly  
to Work Bench

Handle designed for 
50% less effort.

4 1/4" Throat Depth

Made in 
South Turkey

Optional Alignment Guide for CStep-2


